A 10-minute prototype assay for tissue degradation monitoring in clinical specimens.
We recently identified alpha II spectrin as a Tissue Degradation Indicator (TDI) and demonstrated that intrinsic spectrin-breakdown levels reliably reveal tissue degradation status in biospecimens. With the present study, we introduce an in vitro biological assay to mimic the endogenous spectrin-breakdown process and serve as degradation monitor (DM). By initiating the DM at the time of specimen collection and by attaching the DM to respective specimens, specimen degradation can be assessed by DM readout without specimen consumption. Using a protease inhibitory assay and protease-targeted immunoassays, we identified calpain as the protease responsible for degradation-induced spectrin breakdown. To recapitulate spectrin degradation in vitro, we developed several enzymatic assays in test tubes by incubating recombinant spectrins and synthetic Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)-based spectrin peptides with purified human and porcine calpains. The in vitro assays reliably performed in different environments for a limited time due to loss of calpain activity. To maintain longer calpain activity, we introduced cultured cells as calpain providers into the in vitro assays. Under a variety of degradative conditions, including 4°C, 13°C, 23°C, 29°C, 37°C, freezing, and freeze-thaw steps, we compared the use of this prototype DM to the intrinsic spectrin cleavage assay (ISCA) in specimen degradation assessment using animal models. A strong correlation (r=0.9895) was detected between the DM-revealed degradation and the ISCA-revealed degradation. Notably, the DM-based degradation assessment takes only 10min and does not jeopardize the tissue itself, whereas the ISCA-based degradation assessment needs to sacrifice tissues and takes several hours to accomplish. Our data suggests the application of an in vitro degradation monitor for fast, real time, and non-invasive assessment of specimen degradation. This observation could lead to a transformative product dedicated to biospecimen quality control. This study also addresses critical, yet unmet needs for developing a universal standard for specimen degradation measurement.